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About This Game

A Cute and Quirky classic adventure platforming game about a Frog named Hoppy searching for his frog friend Jumpy.

Swing and Launch yourself through levels with your tongue ability.

A Vast Array of gimmicks, enemies and obstacles, there's always something new you'll encounter in each level.

Unique and Challenging Boss Fights, each with their own attacks and weaknesses.

Collect Sparkly Gems and Spend them to buy charms that alter your play style, opening up possibilities for replay-ability and
strategies to overcome levels.

Bouncy and Catchy tunes, each level has a unique song.

Dress Yourself Up with a wide range of cosmetics, have ducks follow you around or make goofy sounds when you hit the
ground. It has hats.

For The Classic Hardcore Platforming Gamer, enjoyable for speed-runners as well!

Created in a little over 4 years by a single developer.

It has hats.
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Title: Frog Hop
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Tiny Warrior Games
Publisher:
Tiny Warrior Games
Release Date: 23 Feb, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP, Vista, 7 or 8, or 10

Processor: 1.2 GHz

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: 128MB

Storage: 200 MB available space

English
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A really bad drawing tool. The colours glitch out and there's just a small variety of them.
The colours don't mesh well either.
At least it has trading cards.. A fun but short game you can easily put down and pick up again at anytime. Great for those
moments when you need to leave soon but you also have some time to spare and not want to start anything that's too time
investing.
Feels like an improvement over Gigantic Army but with a bigger arsenal of weapons that you can swap on the fly, A for effort
that the weapons do change in appearence when you level them up.

But a huge caution for those of you who plan on buying this game, 5 achievements are bugged in this game, it's fine if you don't
care about achievements, but if you're like me and enjoy collecting achievements, this will bug the ever living♥♥♥♥♥♥out of
you, especially based on the fact that they are such simple requirements.. Well, it's cute, but where's the rest of the game? You
build the stores, manually collect money from them (why?) and... that's it so far. There are several technical issues (f.e. pause
does not really pause the game, after reactivating the time speeds up), it is all oversimplified, but the biggest problem is
gameplay - there isn't one.. This game is not for people younger than 16.
This game contains a lot of vialince, blood and murder. Nothing for a little child.. One of the best puzzle games you could find.
The concept is to guide your character(s) to the end of the level, using a limited number of actions to program their movements.

 + There are quite a number of different mechanisms, from one character to the other (one will be able to activate switches,
other will be able to burn boxes ...)
 + The adventure is rich, with more than 200 levels, with various difficulties (going from the tutorial to the brain scracher).
 + Furthermore, there are also "bonus" content that you unlock during the adventure, with some other extra levels, and some
other modes with slightly different gameplay.
 + The music is calm and soothing
 + There is a scenario (well, not the most exciting, though)
 + A way to make actions go step by step, and undo\/forward as much as you want (or restart the level if you prefer)
 + 3 "Skip level" (compasses) if you're stuck so you can continue (don't abuse of them, you've got only 3, though)

 - Characters and other sprites don't blend very well with the rest of the graphics, but well, that's absolutely not a problem !

Overall, one of the best puzzle games I have in my library, and glad to have it !. Played it for a little bit but had to refund it, I
personally didn't find this game that fun. I managed to get a ranked 1 global score with the shotgun on a hardcore map on my
first try. it's just not all that fun. Would make a great game for younger children though. Still will give it a recommend because
it's a really nice made game.
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First thoughts I would recommend this game on sale but maybe not full price and I have all of the expansion packs. I purchased
everything on sale so I don't feel upset by the amount of money I spent but I wouldn't pay full price only because this game lacks
depth and once you figure out the method it's pretty much lost its challenge (I did this in less than 2 hrs of game play). If you
play online you will likely get a lot more run out of it but even that I can see getting dull quickly. The expansion pacts don't add
any content beyond the superficial which was very disappointing (just more heroes to choose from and makes the map change
seasons but nothing that adds to the overall game play).

There is SO much potential for a gorgeously animated dungeons and dragons style narrative multiplayer or single player story
mode for this game. Especially with all of the wonderfully written lore, novellas, and character descriptions. The online and solo
play are great for passing time but there's only one way to play the game and that's the basic "claim the castle" style competition
that ends automatically when the king dies of rot and awards the winner based on stats (amount of prestige specifically). The
game automatically limits itself by artificially shortening the rounds so you don't really have the chance to get into all of the
possible strategies and tactics against your opponents before running out of time. I've scoured the options for a way to remove
the time limit (and maybe that's possible in online play? but I doubt it). The game is basically a mad dash to have the most
prestige at the moment the king's HP runs out and then you win and there's no real strategy to that since there are so many ways
to gain prestige and the time limit per round is so short. The AI are not particularly adaptive although they can be challenging at
first. I'm not an online gamer but I lost interest in playing against the AI in this game so quickly that I'm considering online just
to try and make things more challenging and interesting which is saying a lot from me who generally avoids online pvp as a rule.

This sucks because there is a foundation and potential for A LOT of great strategy building. You can really do a lot with the
different cards, dice, and map tiles there just isn't enough time or space to do it. I would love to see bigger maps and different
match options (something more than just claim the castle or add more to that idea). Maybe add more AP boosting and teleport
cards so that fast travel can be an option across larger maps and create a story that plays out as you work toward the final goal of
defeating the rot through a series of branching quests and story lines based on the clan and class of your chosen character. Give
players the option to win by recruiting armies and conquering large amounts of the map or by forming alliances in an Age of
Empire-esque or sid meier civilization style map system and I think that would add a lot to the game.

Right now it's good for a couple hours of mindless entertainment and then it just gets boring. I'm going to keep exploring the
game to make sure I didn't miss anything that may miraculously expand upon the game but I doubt that I did.. Whoever had
created this game is a Genius! Not only does it have a good graphics and low requirements, it also has a huge map to explore and
tons of in-game dlc contents to play with... It also has a crazy cheap price tag during the summer sale. I really recommend
everyone to pick this game up, believe me you'll easily get addicted with it and you won't gonna want to stop playing especially
those middle-earth ( like LOTR & The Hobbits series) fans out there. If u haven't pick up this game then what are you doing?
Just grab it now, you'll truly love it. And there's also a sequel entitled "Shadow of War" which i will be buying during this
summer sale, you guys should check that one out too !!!

Rating : 10\/10. Creepy as hell.. Alice VR is a good game for anyone who wants a relaxing but immersive experience. It allows
you to really step into the game world and feel the significance of your actions, but it doesn't really challenge you unless you
have very low tolerance for motion sickness - and the publishers' open response to feedback gives hope that anyone will be able
to enjoy this game on VR.. Quite possibly the dullest half hour I have ever had to endure, that's my will to live and the Carsons
disappeared.. Terrific graphics - really first rate. The alternate history style and story are creative and well done. The developers
deserve credit for improving this game, and the recently added joystick control is great when you are looking forward. I think
the new joystick controls do add some new user interface problems - it is hard to fly with a joystick when you are trying to drop
bomds or need to look at a waypoint. Maybe they can add an autopilot, an external bomb view, or a picture-in-picture mode that
allows you to see the horizon in the inset and the bombsite\/target in the other wiindow. In general the user interface has a few
rough edges, though some were added by adding the new joystick control. The missions are really hard, and maybe the times to
complete missions could be relaxed for the rookie mode. Despite these minor blemishes, this is a truly inspiring game. Really
the best in its genre and makes many other games look dated. If the developers can iron out the minor issues this could well
become a classic, and the foundation for many great games. I am more of an arcade player, but aspects of this remind me of
Crimson Skies in the best possible way. I do hope they deliver on the potential and that this game achieves enough success to
consider sequels.. This would've been a pretty nice Flash game, but it's not really worth the few bucks on Steam.. Siegecraft
Commander is a welcome addition to the VR RTS genre. The gameplay is rather unique, and works. The graphics look great in
VR, and seem quite optimzed. Only thing I really miss is "graphics options", which by my opinion is a must for VR games.. 
https://youtu.be/v-L9C1_TE8U
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In a dark medieval world where danger lurks around every corner, the only way to survive is to play Poker! FOR YOUR LIFE!

Long story short, if you liked Puzzle Quest, but wanted to play it by building poker hands instead this game is for you.

Spriter: Essentials Art Packs now available free to Spriter Customers!:
Hi everyone!

We're pleased to announce that the Spriter Essentials Art Packs are now available free to users that purchased Spriter on Steam!

The update should apply automatically, if not, simply restart Steam.

You'll find the Essentials in the following directory:
<Steam Installation Directory>/SteamApps/common/Spriter/Art Packs/Essentials

The Essentials are a collection of samples from our commercial packs which are due to hit Steam soon. As we add more art
packs, your Essentials collection grows free. It's our way of saying thank you for being a Spriter customer!

All graphics in the Essentials pack are royalty free - that is, you're welcome to use them in any commercial or non-commercial
works.

We have even more exciting things on Spriter's roadmap to come shortly, so keep your eyes on the look out!

-BrashMonkey. Open Development Week #66: Shiny graphics!:
Hey Hunters,

How have you been?

We've been getting ourselves ready for 2019, and especially for our participation at GDC, the Game Developers Conference,
that takes place in San Francisco.

Our goal is to get as close as we can to our planned Alpha version. The first step was already completed: the game has LOOT
now! But we have 3 weeks to get ready for GDC, so we are prioritizing two things: making the game prettier and making it less
buggy and more stable.

New Trailer Incoming!. Weekend EXP Madness:
As part of our compensation for Wednesday’s server issues, we will be giving special EXP boosts throughout the weekend!
Enjoy 25% more EXP plus special jackpots:

Event Start - November 17th at 20:00 EST

Event End - November 20th at 20:00 EST

Happy hunting!

NTTGame || Knight Online Team. Chromosome Evil Discord:
Discord room
Got suggestions, questions or interested in alfa/beta testing? Join Discord

https://discord.gg/J2E2YWK. 1.5.30:
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1.5.30 update:

[Bugfix] Fix russian translations
[Bugfix] Fix turkish translations
[Bugfix] Fix checkpoint area of "chkhw.cfl" (By OutBlast)
[Bugfix] Fix Recovery.VelocityThreeshold.
[Bugfix] Improve singleplayer and multiplayer performance
[Bugfix] Improve performance in wrecking match
[Bugfix] Fix reverse speed limiters
[Feature] Increase max fields from 4000 to 8000
[Feature] Add Brazilian language

Enjoy!. Cursor and Controls fix!:

Dear community,
Thanks to your Feedback we've fixed an Issue that left the game unplayable for some players due to the cursor and controls not
reacting.

You can now continue your journey into Windscape and explore the flying islands!. When They Arrived now on
INDIEGOGO!:

Guys! Our INDIEGOGO campaign has officialy started! Please support us here: https://www.indiegogo.com/projects/when-
they-arrived-apps-3d/x/18798721#/ and we'll do our best to make the game epic! Thanks!. Steam Winter Sales!:
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40 % on “Hack the Core”!

https://store.steampowered.com/app/918140/

50 % on every other story-game, except “Hir Corruption”, since the release was near December.

https://store.steampowered.com/app/904940/Les_4_Alice_Lorange_Journey/
https://store.steampowered.com/app/918120/ALAN_Rift_Breakers/
https://store.steampowered.com/app/918130/EntreDeux_Cursed/
https://store.steampowered.com/app/940130/Red_and_Blue__Cycles_of_Existence/

You can also check the bundles for a deeper discount. They may not be available to every country.

https://store.steampowered.com/bundle/8181/All_Mia_Games_Bundle/
https://store.steampowered.com/bundle/8219/All_Mia_Games_For_Gifts/

Happy Holidays!
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